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An Editorial Credo 
STEVEN J. LAUTERMILCH 
Editor-in-Chief 
In your hands you hold a small packet of print and paper entitled 
the Carroll Quarterly. Within its covers you find material of varied note 
and flavor, all of it apparently gleaned without the slightest regard for 
unity or coherence. However, should you read the mall pargraph of 
type located at the bottom of the title page, you discover that a principle 
of unification and continuity does supposedly control this torrent of 
typography: namely, that the Carroll Quarterly is the organ of literary 
expression for student, alumnus, and faculty member alike. 
Literary expression - the phrase bears repetition. Indeed, it de-
mands repetition. For what is literary expression? Or, to translate it into 
the universal, what is literature itself? 
It would seem clear that any person with eight years of elementary 
schooling, four years of secondary instruction, and almo t their equiva-
lent in college training would possess sufficient prudence not to attempt 
an answer. On the other hand, it would seem equally clear that only a 
person with such a background - or lack of it - would ever try to 
reply. Consequently, the following remarks are offered, much in the man-
ner of J. D. Salinger when he submitted the manuscript of Franny and 
Znoey to his editor: 
As nc.trly as possible in the spir it of Matthew Salinger. age pne, 
urging a luncheon companion to accept a cool lima bean . f urge 
my editor, mentor. :111tl (hc:l\·cn help him) dosc't friend . William 
Shawn genius domw of The .\'eru Yorku, lover of the long shot, 
protector of the unprolific, defender of the hopek"ly flamboy.tn t, most 
unreasonably modest of born great art ist-ed itors, to accept th is prett y 
skim p) -looking book. 
What is literature? John Burroughs defined it as "an investment of 
genius which pays dividends to all subsequent times." Edward Bulwer 
Lytton, author of The Last Days of Pompeii, put his description of lit-
erature in the form of advice: "In science, read, by preference, the new-
est works; in literature, the oldest. The classic literature is always mod-
ern." Samuel Johnson, on the other hand, combined both wit and wisdom 
when he let slide the wry comment, "Jt is amazing how little literature 
there is in the world." 
Here, then, are three descriptions of literature. All are at variance. 
Or are they? Upon inspection, it can be seen that both Burroughs and 
Lytton emphasize the perennial quality of good literature, while John-
son illuminates a related characteristic, namely, its rarity. 
Both these facts, however, merely attest to the hallmarks of liter-
ature; they do not demonstrate its essence. Burroughs alone attempts to 
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specify the nature of literature; for he alone defines literature in terms 
of both genus and species. " An investment of genius" is his description 
of the precise essence of lit eratu re and even thi s de cription i sadl y 
metaphorical. Somehow that first chilling plunge from descriptive illu-
ion into definitive reality must be taken; and, surprisingly enough, the 
ctefinition assumes form readily, once begun, from a miasma of remem-
bered profes orial terminology. 
Literature is the enduring expression of signjficant human experience. 
The enduring expression of significant human experience: the defi-
nition, .seemingly untouchable, defies analysis. However, philosophy 
draws a distinction between matter and form; and with the application of 
this distinction, all defiance begins to fade. 
The matter of good literature would be significant human experience; 
its form, the enduring expression of that experience. Each statement is 
pregnant with meaning. 
For what is the matter of literature, tills significant human expe-
rience? Of what does it consist? Or, more definitely, of what does the 
writer of good literature write? 
Had no answer already been given, this line of questioning would 
iooeed appear Herculean in solution. Yet a man bas ventured a reply 
to this question, and his reply has already sent critics searching for su-
perlatives. The man is William Faulkner; the reply, his Nobel Prize 
Award acceptance address at Stockholm. The quotation begins on a note 
of dejection . 
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. . . the.: ~ oung n1an or woma n wr iting today ha\ forgotten the.: 
problems uf the human heart in confl ict with ir;df which alone can 
ma ke .;ood writing because onl y that is worth writ ing about, worth 
the ago ny and the ~ we-a t. 
He must b trn them again . He must teach himself that the basest 
of all things is to be afraid; and , teaching himself that, forget it 
fo rever, leaving no room in his work, hop for anything but the old 
' critics and truths of the hea rt, the old universal truths lacking which 
any story is ephemeral and doomed - love and honor and pity and 
pride and compass ion and sacrifice. Until he docs so he labors under 
a curse. He writes not of love but of lust, of defeats in which nobody 
loses anything of value, of victories without hope and worst of all 
without pity or compassion. His griefs grieve on no universal bones, 
leaving no scars. He writes not of the heart but of the glands. 
Until he relearns these things he will write as though he stood 
among and watched the end of man. I decline to accept the end of 
man. It is easy enough to say that man is immortal simply because 
he will end ure; that when the las t ding-dong of doom has clanged 
and faded from the last worthless rock hanging tideless in the last 
red and d ying evening, that even then there will still be one more 
sound: that of his puny inexhaustible voice, still talking. I refuse to 
:tccep t this. I believe that man will not merel y endure; he will 
preva il. He is immortal, not because he alone among creatures has 
an inexhaustible voice, but because he has a soul , a spirit capable of 
compassion and sacrifice and endurance. The poet's, the writer 's 
duty is to write ahout these things. It is his privilege to help man 
endure by lifting his heart, by reminding him of the courage and 
honor and hope and pride and compassion and pity and sacrifice 
whid1 h.l\·e been the j:lory of 111, p.t,r. The poet·, '<liCe need not 
merel y be the record of man, it ca n be one of the prop, , the rillar~ 
to help hirn endure and prevail. 
The quotation is huge. But th e ubject is vital, and eloquence can 
be no more magnificent. 
For hert' , in Faulkner's addres , lies the matter of literature. The 
author has described ' ·significant human experience,'' and described it 
well. "Courage and honor and hope and pride and compassion and pit y 
and sacrifice" - here a re included both the univer ality and the im-
portance of ubject matter which are the rcqui ite of good literature. 
Indeed, a re-reading of that series serves only to emphasize the tremen -
dous breadth and scope comprised in the rea lm of significant human ex-
perience. 
For man stand trapped on this earth. Of all God's creatures on thi s 
planet of trial and te t, he is the eternal wanderer, the timele s searcher. 
He alone has a goal to a ttain, a destiny to fulfill, that are un attainable, 
unfulfillable. For only man seeks utopia. For only man , in hi quest for 
happ iness, is foredoomed to failure . For only utopia is nowhere. 
Man cannot and will not, here on this earth , attain perfect happi-
ness. onetheles , seek this golden goal he must. And ·eek he shall. To 
this struggle man is drawn inescapably; by that tru gglc he is po ses cd 
irrevocab ly: The struggle is life it elf. 
And it is thi s search that is significant, it is this strife that is human, 
it i this struggle that is experience. Here is the writer's workshop ; here 
are his tool and hi s trade. M an among men, of man the writer must 
write, of man in hi s search for fulfillment. Greater significance, greater 
universality and importance, can no theme possess, than man's own quest 
for humanity. 
For man ha ll succeed in his struggle for happiness only insofar 
as he succeeds in his struggle for self, only insofar as he succeed in be-
coming truly a man. This creature, this homo sapiens, does have a destiny 
to fulfill; and that destiny is life itself - life as a human being. 
Only by becoming truly human, in all the glory of the word, can 
man achieve his final goal. Only by attaining true humanity will he ever 
acquire true happiness. And on ly by fight ing this fight for life, th is fight 
that is life, this fight that is victory in defeat, can man ever begin to find 
himself, his humanity, and his happiness. 
Jt is this that Faulkner has described in his Stockholm address. For 
it is this that is significant human experience, the matter of true litera-
ture. For it is this that is "courage and honor and hope and pride and 
compassion and pity and sacrifice." 
indeed, Faulkner has exemplified here not only the matter of good 
literature, but also its form. Although time alone can witness the truth of 
this statement, yet it is this very fact that embodies the distinctive trait 
of good literary form; namely, its perennial transcendence of both age 
and culture. 
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Lytton·~ quotation, cited at the beginning of thi es~ay, reflected 
that truth: " In science, read, by preference, the newest works : in litera-
ture, the oldest. The clas ic literature is alway modern .'· 
In a word, the form of good literature is that expression which 
enduring. 
Enduring expression - definitive as the phrase m ay be , elucidation 
is nonetheless not out of order. First, therefore, enduring expre ion 
must be clear or under tandablc. A work of literary art tands little c hance 
of becoming perennius aere, as Horace put it , should it be cloaked in 
obscurity. This, indeed, is one of the mo t telling charges levied again t 
the potenti a l greatness of modern poetry . 
In fact, St. Paul , salva reverentia , has dealt well with the ob curity-
for-thc-sake-of-obscu rity school in I Corinth ian : 
b·en inanimate imtrumcnt,, like the flute or the harp, 111J)" produce 
>ound,, but if there is no difference in the notes, how >hall it be 
known what i> p1ped or harped' If the trumpet g i"e forth an un 
certain sou nd, who will prepare for battle' So likewise you - unles; 
with the tongue you utter intelligible speech - how ,11.111 it he 
known "·hat is said' For you will he 'pc.1king to unpty .11r. 
T hi s may assume the emblance of a blanket condemnation of all 
tho c whom Sandburg has infamously termed the ""Abracadabra Boys ... 
It is not. What is emphas ized here is the necessit y of clarity and intelli-
gib ili ty to the form of li tera ture. The relation i~ basic. nless li terature 
be at least under tandable, it cannot even ho pe to be perennial. 
The second requirement for litera ry im morta lity in form i organ-
izat ion, eit her logical, chronological or p ychological. To express s ignifi-
cant huma n experience in an effect ive fashion, expe rience must be cx-
ptes eel in a n organ iLed fas hion with a recognizab le mode of proced ure. 
Obvio us though this a nd the p receding point may seem, modern poetry 
is ever p re cnt to assure its statement he re in print. 
The th ird and fou rth qua liti es of timcle literary expre sion, how-
ever, arc more subtle and, conseq uently, mo re d ifficul t to define. They 
m ay be te rmed, irrespect ive to o rder, ublimity a nd carefu l em ot io nal 
cont rol. 
The mere mention o f sublimit y, of course, evoke visio ns of Lon-
gi nus and On th e Sublim e; and that effect, indeed, was the intentio n . 
Indefin abl e and intangible as the qu al it y m ay seem, sublimity must be 
pre ent in the language of good lite ra ture : 
when the la;t ding-dong of duom ha> clanged a nd faded from the 
last worthless rock hanging tidcle s in the la; t red a nd d ying evening, 
that e\'cn then there will still be one more sound: that of his pun y 
inex haustible ,·oice, st ill talking. 
T here, in Fa ulknerea n prose, sublimity stand ca ught. 
Poetry ca ptures th e e thereal q uintessence o f the subl ime even bett er. 
Lo ngfell ow can captu re the ring and thrill of etern ity in s ilent si m pl icit y 
itself. 
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.'\ nd the night ; hall be filled with music, 
And the cares, that infest the day, 
Shall fold their tents, like the Arabs, 
And as silently slip awa y. 
Rising above their essence as individual qualities, rhythm, melody, 
and imagery have coale ced to form the delicate equilibrium found in 
the form of all perennial literature: ublimity. 
Careful emotional control, however, is yet a fourth factor involved 
in the timelessne s of good literary form. U ing the traditional formula 
that E (emotion) times I (intellectual content) equals P (literary power), 
it is evident that, although a line like Shelley's "Oh world! Oh life! Oh 
time!" may supply a thousand megatons of emotional impact, should it 
be multiplied by the strength of its intellectual might (which seems more 
negative than merely nought), the net result i a re ounding zero. 
Nonetheless, restraint is not the only element involved in careful 
emotional control. Precision is equally important. One of the most detri-
mental faults of Arthur Miller's Death of a Salesman arises from lack of 
precision. For, assuming that pity and fear are intrinsic elements of 
tragedy, lacking which tragedy cannot exist, Death of a Salesman be-
comes no tragedy at all ; for, although Miller ucceeds in arou ing pity 
toward Willy Loman, he fails to a rouse fear. The reasons for this fact 
are here irrelevant: the empha is is upon the importance of emotional 
preci ion to a work of literary art. 
Thi , then, concludes the attempt at defining, by matter and form, 
the constituents of good literature. First presented as the "enduring ex-
pression of significant human experience," the definition of good litera-
ture was then expanded to include under significant human experience 
(the matter) a subject both universal and important to all mankind, and 
under enduring expression (the form) the four qualities of linguistic 
timelessness: intelligibility, organization, sublimity, and careful emotional 
control. Supposedly, therefore, the definition of good literature now 
stands complete. 
But does it? Speaking in different terms about this same question, 
Sinclair Lewis presented both ides of the issue upon receiving the obel 
Prize for Literature December J 2, 1930. Thus reads his Stockholm ad-
dress, "The American Fear of Literature" : 
To a true-blue profc;sor uf litera rure in an American University, 
literature is nor something rhat a plain huma n being, living today, 
pa infull y sits down to produce. 1 o : . . it is something magicall y 
produced by superhuma n beings who musr, if rhey arc ro be rega rded 
as art ists at all , have died ar least one hundred years before the dia-
bolical invention of the typewriter . . Our American profc.sors like 
their literature clear a nd cold and pure and very dead. 
The simple fact, perhaps, is that a kernel of truth exists on each ide 
of the question. To some extent, literature can be produced (or defined). 
Yet to an equal degree, literature is beyond manufacture (or definition). 
The great god literature is and must be written in lower case. onetbeles , 
it is not a god at which the writer scoffs, but to which he bows. 
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As Frost ha put it, speaking of man· paltry attempts at creation, 
But God'> own dc"cnt 
Into flesh was meant 
.\s a demonstrotion 
That the supreme merit 
L:!y in risking spirit 
In substantiation. 
Continuing m his own prosaic elegance, the ew England poet write 
We may take the view 
That its derring·do 
Thought of in the large 
Is one mighty charge 
On our human part 
Of the soul's ethereal 
Into the material. 
All this, therefore, is good literat ure ; all this is literary expression. 
And this, the small tan pamphlet you hold in your hands, is a literary 
publication. 
Precisely what the implication is, however, remains to be stated. 
That all material contained within these leaves were good literature, is 
a consummation devoutly to be wished. However, to continue the allusion, 
this is the stuff that dreams are made on. 
It will be the goal of the Quarrerly to publish only material of high 
literary quality. This is ideal. The real you hold . You are yourself your 
own best judge as to the congruency of the two. And, in a very qualified 
sense, we of the staff hope you find the two concepts incongruent. We 
hope you are djssatisfied with the Quarterly. For we are. We hope that 
you will always be dissatisfied with the Quarterly. For we will be. 
As a literary organ representing John Carroll Univer ity, the Carroll 
Quarterly not only deserves but demands the rughest literary excellence. 
Repeatedl y the goal of John Carroll University has been equated with 
the pursuit of excellence, in both conver ation and convocation. The aim 
and ideal of the Quarterly is identical. 
However, aims and ideals, when transl ated into works and realities, 
are often found lacking. Consequently, not empty assent but wholehearted 
coopera tion from student, a lumnus, and faculty member alike is reqllired. 
And the need is urgent. If the Quarterly is to improve, if it is to attain 
any grade of literary worth, if it is to become in the slightest degree a 
truly literary publication, then your aid is a must. Without your contri-
butions, the Quarterly is helpless. 
To be blunt, this is a plea. It is a plea to you, as individual and as 
writer, to improve yourself, your Quarterly, and your Uruversity. Now, 
when debate is open and judgment critical, the world has need of men 
possessing not only subjectively a considered opinion , but also the ability 
to express that opinion objectively in writing. Small and insignificant 
though the effort may appear, contribution to the Quarterly can be a 
beginning, a foundation. For, by writing, you can develop that ability to 
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express your opinion, thereby not only increa ing your personal value a. 
an individual, but al o improving your Quarterly directly and your Uni-
versity indirectly. 
As an additional incentive, the Quarterly i offering a financial 
award of fifty dollars for the work of highest literary quality that i pub-
lished by the Quarterly during the coming year. Prizes of twenty-five dol-
lar each will be awarded to the works judged second and third in quality. 
Members of the Quarterly staff will not be eligible for these prizes. 
Only one fact need yet be stated. All comment, criticism, and con-
tribution should be placed in the Quarterly mail box located in the Eng-
lish Department. 
What remains, what results, i in your hands. 
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Homeward from a Summer's Cruise 
12 
PAUL A. RAM PE 
We're seven on a schooner and sailing as we please, 
Just vying with the waves and wrestling with the breeze. 
We're heading home again-hut th e sea is ill at ease; 
Clouds sparking, weld together just opposite our lees. 
Wa ves begin to crash around, spray's rising to our hair, 
Miles quickly swarm with white-caps, then thunder /ills the air. 
"Trim canvas on th e mainmast to help this ship prepare," 
Helm's calling, "and f ull ahead!" No w silently our prayer, 
For warnings in our stormlights say hellward we are hound. 
While straining to her " .. lo w'r 'way .. " any other human sound, 
The old salts laugh, thus defy: "Let nature hear our sound!" 
Then Na ture answers strongly with motion all around .. . . 
"Good seamen, face those breakers-towering, blue-green seas , 
Scoff hailwinds, wild and wetted! Do, Nature, as you please!" 
Men turning search for respite; in surprise they each free::.e-
We're atop a forty-foo ter from Nature as a tease-' 
On lofty tons of water and noise and fie rce expanse, 
We're yawing toward our doom as this giant seawall slants. 
This devi/'s eyes close raging, dark en veloped air cracks, 
A 1/'s quiet for a minute, th en 1ve're up for more attacks. 
Time's vanished and th e sailcloth. "Get ready for a ride-'"' 
More charging, seeth ing killers, we m ount each spitting side. 
Tack abo1·e each heavy ja w, are buried in each tide. 
So pulses th is thing m ystic, so sovereign and so wide. 
Out dreamy and deep chasms our double mast do fly, 
So eager in th eir long leap, they're soaring for the sky: 
But freeboard, there's n'er any with clutching seas so high, 
With rack ing by a galewind not willing yet to die. 
We're seven sou'westers who man a willful/ wheel, 
Wh ose spirits and cold bodies are taut as sheets oj steel, 
Y et as we fight the fury, this challenge we each feel: 
" Y ea, seamen, this our soul's lo ve, no restless sea'// repeal." 
Homo Viator 
GIAN DEL PO TE 
I 
Now he was sitting in Francesca's Hou e of Spaghetti. The great 
black blades of an old-fashioned ceiling fan were whirling, windmill-like, 
over his head, pouring down on him streams of hot stale air. He per-
spired steadily and the yellow seersucker shirt he wore was tuck to his 
kin. With one finger he played in the little puddle of water and whiskey 
he had spilled on the table. He seemed to be trying to draw them together, 
to form the liquid blobs into some kind of cohesive pattern. Aero s the 
room and directly opposite him stood a jukebox; the harsh reds, blues, 
and yellows of its lighted insides hurt his eyes, so that frequently he 
made a compulsive visoring gesture with a shaky hand. 
Someone- his eyes were watering now and he could not tell wheth-
er it was a man or a woman - walked over to the jukebox and made 
a selection. lt was a song called "Auf Wiedersehn," and the husky voice 
of the female vocalist broke over him in waves of the most mawkish 
entimentality. He felt like weeping. The voice on the recording reminded 
him of another voice, of another time; but his brain eemecl clouded 
somehow his thoughts were coming disconnectedly, and he could not 
place that other voice, that other time. Then it came to him .... It wa 
the voice of the woman who had sung at his uncle's wedding, years and 
years ago (in the 1940's it mu t have been) when he was just a boy . In 
his mind's eye he sti ll had a vivid image of that woman; she was a big 
woman, big-busted and big-hipped, and he wore a dress of chartreuse 
ilk with white polka dots dancing all over it. All night long she stood 
on the platform ct up at one end of the hall, singing and singing in her 
deep throaty voice into a clumsy old-fash ioned microphone. She never 
stopped singing, it seemed to him; only paused now and then to drink 
down in one swallow a huge glassful of beer, which he would weat out 
during her next song. And he, a boy then, stood under the platform watch-
ing her, never tak ing his eyes off her. Somehow he was fascinated by 
her and he loved her somehow - her bigness, her man's voice, her polka-
dot dress, her vulgarity .... 
When Francesca came up to his table, breaking off his reverie, he 
wondered how long ago the last jukebox "Auf Wiedersehn" had been 
sung. 
·'Why not call it a night, Mel?" she said. 
"What? Oh. Yes . I suppose so." Talking seemed strange to him: it 
took him a whi le to find his voice. "How long've I been here, any way?" 
"Too long, honey. Better get home and get some Jeep." 
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" How muc h do I owe you?" 
"Never mind now. We can take ca re of that tomorrow.'' 
He started to rise from his chai r, and feeling himsel f unsteady he 
gripped the edge of the table wi th his hands. One hand slipped ; hi body 
went lax and slumped over the table. 
"Say, honey, you ain 't too steady," Francesca sa id. "Want to come 
down to the kitchen and have a cup of coffee before you go?" 
"No, no, I'll be all right once I get outside." 
"Sure. Bye, Mel. Sleep tight ." 
II 
Just opposite Francesca's House of Spaghetti , on the other side of 
the street, the Round Top, hi ghest point in Caithnes County and third 
highest in the whole of western Pennsylvania, began steeply to rise. It 
rose sheerly, walling in as it were one side of the town. At its summit was 
a clump of six or seven enormous trees, the top branches of some of 
them much mangled by lighting storms and the gnarled roots of others 
hanging out in the air like chicken feet where the soil had been washed 
away. Below the trees there jutted out a pile of rocks and boulders, and 
it was probabl y these rocks and boulders that gave the Round Top its 
look of a Scottish crag. Indeed, it may have been because of this craggy 
look that the surrounding country had been named, perhaps two hundred 
years ago by some enterprising Scot , Caithness. 
Mel Trask stood in the front door of Francesca·s House of Spaghetti, 
rega rding the Round Top. The neon sign above the doorway threw a 
garish light on his face, giving it a sickly pallor; his temples shown very 
white. But he felt a little better now that he was outside and breathing 
the keen night air. Steadily he fixed his gaze on the Round Top and he 
thought he could make out a red light flickering at a point below the 
huge trees and just above the pile of rocks. And he was seized with a 
desire to climb the Round Top, right then and there ; it was as though 
the little red light , fixed so high up above the town, were beckoning to 
him . 
He didn 't hesitate, but crossed the street and began climbing. Almost 
immediately his breath was coming in short pants and there was a nag-
ging stitch in his side. He felt himself break out in a sweat, and as he 
climbed higher, ascending the steep slope like an animal on all fours , 
a giddiness came over him. Soon he was under the rock-pile; he clam-
bered around to the side and up, and there before him, on a little 
fl a t space atop the rocks and beneath the over-hanging trees, were two 
girls sitting near a dying fire. Seeing him, they both let out small stifled 
screams; then seeing he moved no nearer, they sat silent and motionless, 
watching him . 
He knew them. They were both girls he'd seen about the town. The 
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one girl was very hunchbacked; and it gave him pain to ee her there 
now, all hunched up be ide the fire wearing a ragged green sweater over 
her rounded shoulder . The other girl was a negro ; he had heard much 
talk about her in town. Her name wa Schnooks and she lived with her 
family in a shack about three miles from the town; she was a good hou e-
worker, they said, and you could get her for practically nothing. Mel 
wa surprised to ec them together. Sitting there, near that meagre fire. 
toasting mar hmallows on long whittled sticks, they made ri e in him 
an indefinable sadnes . He felt sorry for them ; and at the same time they 
disgusted him. Likes attract, he thought. 
Without speaking a word to the two girls- the two girls who seemed 
somehow to be beckoning to him and whose beckoning filled him only 
with a loathing pity- he turned and started down the Round Top at 
breakneck speed. 
JIT 
nderfoot were five or six of Mi s Williamson's cats, and mounting 
the tairs to his room he had to kick them aside. The cat snarled angrily 
at the pantlegs disturbing their sleep. Almost at the top of the stair hi 
giddiness flooded over him again, o that he shoved both arms out again. t 
the walls of the narrow stairway, bracing himself. A gri tt y distemper 
rubbed off on his fingers. 
" Is that you, Mr. Trask?" 
The landlady' door had opened across the hall , and her lumpy 
wrappered form filled the lighted doorway. 
··Yes, Miss Williamson. Just coming in." 
' ·H'm. So I see." 
"Sorry about the cats." 
" You' re white as a ghost, Mr. Trask. Anything wrong?" 
"No, nothing. Sorry I disturbed you. Good night." 
He turned down the passage towards his room, but her voice com-
ing unexpectedl y sharp, caught him up-
"Mr. Trask , what are you doing here?" 
"Here?" He wheeled around, facing her now under the dim light-
bulb that burned overhead. 
"Here, Mr. Trask. ln this town." 
"Oh. Nothing much, 1 suppose. I'm a wanderer, Miss Williamson, 
and a wanderer has to be someplace." He hesitated. "Is there any special 
reason why you ask?" 
"No, no, nothing special. It's just that folks is beginning to wonder 
what you're doing here, and when they ask me about you, well , you 
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understand. I mean, they expect a landlady'll know about he boarders-" 
"I see," he broke her off. "Excuse me, l'm very tired. " And with 
that he bolted down the passage into his room. 
Fully clothed, he fell face-downwards on the bed; biting hard into 
the pillow, he nevertheless let escape a little anguished cry. For a minute 
or so he seemed to be carrying on a struggle with himself; till fi nally, 
teeth clenched, he turned over on his back and lay sta ring at the oblong 
patterns of light cast on the ceiling by traffic in the street below. 
Sleep did not come. So he lay there, wide awake and dry-eyed, as 
though immersed in thought; he began to chain- moke. 
Later he rose, washed up a bit out of the basin on the nightstand , 
and took out of his suitcase a tall ledger-like book. Using the night-stand 
as a writing table and sitting on the edge of the brass bed , he began to 
write. 
IV 
From the diary of Mel T rask. 
Time to move on again. 
Wh y did l ever come to thi place? It i o hideously ugly, a ll of it-
the town, the people, the aba ndoned mine shafts that a re like ores on 
the surroundin g countryside . In my three weeks here I believe r have 
seen o rne representation of al l the kinds of evil th at ex ist in the world. 
I must go and I must go far. 1 o good to move on to another of the e 
mall coal towns. Bu t where sha ll I go? ls there any place on thi s earth 
where I can be happy , where I can find peace and an end to my wa ndering 
at last? o, probably not; and why do I st ill sea rch for thi thin g happi-
ness when I long ago came to the conclusion that it does not ex i t? But it 
is time to go and I must go: l know it is time to go for the townspeople 
are beginning to wonder about me and ask questions. That is alway the 
sure sign that one must move on. In the city no one will bother abo ut 
me; one can live there as though one were in a desert. So then should J 
go back to the cit y? Yes, I suppose so. A great mistake to have thought 
th at by coming to a small town I should at last be able to find a home, a 
place where I belonged. In this place I have been more miserable, more 
adrift and unbelonging, than ever. How ironical that this town should 
have ' ·--haven" in its name! 
And it was a great mistake I made in the beginning when I thought 
that by wandering, by traveling the world, I would be able to "find my-
self," to know the world and in knowing it know myself. If only then I had 
known what r know now, I should never have left home. Home? Where 
is home? I have forgotten. 
Tonight my soul- ickness (what else can l call it?) reached the point 
where I thought I should die for the sadness within me. My one consola-
tion was repeating to myself tho e word from the Mas that have st uc k 
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in my mind since earliest childhood: Quare tristis es anima mea, et quare 
conturbas me? I got drunk and later drove myself to great physical 
e>..ertion - all to forget, to lose my elf omehow. And then I saw tho e 
two lonely creatures toasting marshmallow on that hil l ide, and all the 
old revul ion for the human condition returned to me, wel led up in me 
again so that I thought something would nap inside me. At that one 
terrible moment I really thought I was losing my mind . Odd to say, but 
there are times when 1 feel I want to lose my mind , to embrace madness 
willingly. While they last these a re joyous cc tatic moments, but as soon 
as they pass J am terrified-terrified at my own thoughts-and I fee l 
ashamed and hate myself. 
What hell life is. 
ow [ don't want to think any more. I want now merely to function 
as an animal being. I want just to content myself with the logistics of 
moving on, hoping th at perhaps in motion I can find some rest . ... 
Am I doomed forever to be a wanderer on the face of the earth? 
v 
ow he was sittin g in a barroom in some great ci ty of the world. He 
could not say which city. Outside, in the ni ght , th ere were periodic rum-
bles, as of a subway; so that he mi ght be in Wellington, ew Zealand, 
which , he knew from having in childhood pored over travel books, was a 
c ity of subways and trolleys and tunn els. Or he mi ght be in Cleveland, 
Ohio, U.S.A., sitting in a bar loca ted near a station of the Rapid Tran it. 
But no, he could not be certain where he was . or d id it seem to matter 
much . 
Sitting there (wherever he was) he tried to make orne simple calcu-
lat ions-such as: through what fractional pa rt of a century had he lived? 
how many provinces were there in Canada? how did one wo rk out a 
q uare root?-feeling, perhaps, that bigger questions would, in the end , 
elude him anyway, no matter how much thought he should bring to bea r 
on them. But even his simpler propositions were baffling him ; he was 
gett ing nowhere with them. He couldn't think, not any more. 
He let his mind drift. Someone had blown a curl of smoke in front 
of his eyes, and that curl of smoke was, fo r the moment , like his mind-
out ide of him an d drifting away. And in drifting, his mind, like the 
tobacco smoke, seemed actually to become part of that place--of the 
atmosphere, of the windmill fan overhead, of the sawdust floor, of th e 
subway rumblings outside in the night. It was, indeed , as though his 
pirit-Mel Trask the wayfarer's-were, at last, reaching home. 
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The Growth of a Poem 
C. A. COLOMB!, JR. 
This article, dear reader, is an invitation to you. You are herewith 
cordially petitioned to enter the world of my vi ion, my hearing, my 
fingertips , my imagination, my emotion - yea, verily, the deepest laby-
rinthine recesses of my not-to-handsome cranium, for I am a poet, and 
I would like you to come along with me a I construct a poem. 
Have you ever seen the sky of dawn just before the sun pops up to 
I he horizon? For just a moment, while there is yet no tawdry orange 
ca t on the clouds, and the angry red ha oftened, the sky will take on 
a cora l hue which often "comes alive" for me, and one day caused me 
to set down its image in my imagination, and, in stanza form, on a piece 
of paper: 
cornlovdyawned lips, 
miu me yet awhile -
for I mwt blink 
rhe sand away, too. 
Incomprehensible my image? Magnificent my image ... with all 
due respect to Cyrano, and here's why. A device common to modern 
poets fits my needs well in bringing to life this moment in the dawn. 
Setting its image, within the confines of femininity for obvious reasons, 
came ea ·ie t to me by combining words of description by their letters, 
yielding cora/ove/yawned, and saying color, temperature, meaning, tactili-
ty. and awakening, all in one combination word. Ba ically, this is the 
feminine personification of dawn, coupled with my emotions toward 
' her." To establish her image further, and more definitely as what I 
term a "soft" im age, I continue the stanza in a tone which expresses my 
unhurried, "soft" reaction to her, as if I were awakening, too. 
I respec! the poet Horace, and must, of force, quote him and his 
fellow classicist if T am to be their worthy opponent in the next stanza: 
"carpc" cry tl1e Ancients 
doddcring-old-qttiver-stumblc 
rvlwllhchdl do they know, m11sty-1omcd, 
of my passion? 
Adopting the position of defiant youth, I take it upon myself to 
defend my mollified view of dawn, as opposed to the cry "sieze the day" 
- a hrill, quavering voice can be still found crying it, I am sure, if you 
can coax the librarian to climb all the way up there for you and yank 
it s toga. Notice also the use of the poetic device of running words to-
gether in an expletive, giving them a speech quality, and jostling ol' 
Alexander Pope in his coffin. l object to their methods, and, as it turns 
out, would rather do it my way, softly kissing the awakened dawn. 
The first line was changed, in the next stanza, at the suggestion of 
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a friend , fro m " in ane inac ti on" to "empt y impe ra tive." T hi offer better 
consonant:e of the letter p, as well a a link to the prev iou tanza's 
'"carpe," making relationships within the poem immediately more obviou 
- - to myself, and to my reader : 
empty impernti t ·~ . 
pNrijied in pagN , 
arouses~ angrrs mt' 
to poetry! 
And m y poem i finished, for the moment. A later attempt at re-
vision found me cast ing a round for a new im age, expres ing the same 
idea about dawn in different terms. 1 was un able to match m y earlie r 
first stanza in diffe rent terms without losing the soft tone established 
there. I decided, fin all y, that 1 would keep the first stanza intact, and 
develop the poem in images rel ating to the first one, no longer choosing 
to quarrel with the Ancients. 
Still speak ing to dawn, and to denote my awakening and res pon c 
to her, I say : 
'o UJ 
kiss m~ soft ly , 
and 111ith moist~n~d-s111at, 
lumunered -gold-ttlarm . . . 
fo r dawn is no longe r th e soft co ra l - I have yawned, too, and she is 
glowing now, though not yet orange. In the next , and fin al stanza , I make 
m yself and my vision of her sta tic in th e golden moment: 
nescienc~ rises , 
111ith my mist, from the earth 
pulled by fingers, tender , 
freeing me /rom night. 
and the ~o ft , tender hand which pull s me from th e mur ky ni ght , from 
the unconsciousness of sleep, and into the a ir, where we caress, is , of 
course the saving dawn. Going back to the original , and tacking on the 
two new stanzas, with the lines ' ·a rouses, anger me/ to poetry" taken 
literally for their implied tran ition (which was originally intended to 
direct one back to the image in the first stanza), we have the finished 
roem . It is entitled "Dawn," and I offer it for the reader's scrutiny, and , 
hopefull y, a lso for his enjoyment. 
DAWN 
coralovelyawned lips, 
miss m e yet awhile -
for I must blink 
the sand away, too. 
"carpe" cry the Ancients 
doddering-old-quiver-stumble 
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whatthehe/1 do they know , musty-tamed, 
of my passion? 
empty imperative, 
petrified in pages , 
arouses, angers m e. 
to poetry! 
Now ... 
kiss me softly, 
and with moistened-sweet, 
hammered-gold-warm .. 
nescience rises 
with my mist, from the earth 
pulled by fingers tender, 
freeing me from night. 
Londonderry, Ohio 
MAUREE SULLJVAN 
I wish that I had dwelt in Londonderry. 
I trow would be nice to abide in a town 
N amed so it sings of England and R obin Hood, 
T hat smacks with the promise 
Of prithee words and green sleeved gown , 
Of hooded falcons on the wing, 
And a glimpse of the once and future k ing. 
Miss S111livan is a Teaching Associate iu tile Departmelll of English . 
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A Man for All Seasons: 
A Review 
JAMES W. KI G 
More '' a man of an angel"> wit Jnd "nguLtr !caring; 1 know not 
ht~ fellow. But where is the man of that gentleness, lowlmes>. ami 
aifabtl tty' And "' wne rcqutreth a man of marvel lou. mirth and 
PJ'-tllru.~~: :1 nd ~omctin1co;, of as sad graxity: a tnan for a II season!\. 
In chao ing this particular epithet- Robert Whittinton wrote it for 
English school children to tran late into Latin-Mr. Bolt summarize 
many aspects of his imaginative and talented portrayal of Thomas More. 
Admittedly, the playwright i neither Catholic nor Christian, but he is 
a modern man. And in King Harry's subject, all the sensibilitie he pos-
s,'ssed as plavwright and modern man found fellowship. 
The demands and trifes of the play are united in a single question: 
the duty of the individual to hi · con cience more manife tedl y im-
portant than hi s loyalty to a corporate de tin y conflicting with it? In 
More's case, the question takes the guise of allegiance to Rome or alle-
giance to Henry. History testifies to More's decision. To Bolt, the reli-
gious aspect of his hero's resolve is pre ent , but is never made a ignifi-
cant part of the drama. More will simply not acrifice his conscience to 
something which he know is evil. He is a true Renaissance man in love 
with himself. But thi love is orientated in the best manner any individ-
u:-t l can love himself: he wills to do everything in his power to preserve 
his final destiny with God. H e explains himself to the brash Norfolk: 
\ :fcd!Oil ,t.:O<..'' as dt·t·p 111 me :1o;, you 1 thull·. hut "nl~ Cod '' lo\c.: 
right through. Howard: and th:tt\ m y ,df. 
The play's opening scene present a doubtful More: he refu es to 
i! id the king's other mini ters in obtaining a divorce for Henry from Cath-
erine of Aragon. The scene with Henry show him in a new aspect. More's 
words are persuasive, but the man seems fazed. He is in the throngs of 
a di lemma. He cannot quite convince us at this juncture that he is at the 
point of no return. Henry is a convinci.ng speaker and a likeable person-
a lity. The mutual re pect each share for the other is apparent, but the 
king i determined to have his way, and More cannot acquiesce. It is 
apparent that nothing would give him greater pleasure than to convince 
the king of his loya lty. Henry tells him to think the matter over. Conflict 
increases with time. The Oath of Supremacy is demanded; Thomas re-
fuses to sign it. More will not divulge his reasons to anyone-not even 
his wife. H e is thought a fool. He tells them that a refusal to sign per se 
does not constitute a denial of the act itself- the logician More come 
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clearly to the front. ow the line arc issued with authority. o one 
could conceive of this man doing the right thing for the wrong reason! 
The pas ing of time bring the impossible to reality. More i imprisoned 
and eventually convicted of treason- the penalty, death. Finally he ex-
plains hi reasons for refusal. 
The play is the story of More, but on the universal scale it is a 
portrait of all the men who face conflict in this life. There i the Com-
mon Man who respects and admires this cour e of action, but who does 
not possess the integrity to fulfill it. The audience winces as More re-
sponds to his ja ilor who tells him that he is just a simple man: "0 Sweet 
Jesus, these poor simple men!" Master Rich, who betrays him for an 
office in Wales, is the rising young man who will cut anyone's throat 
whether in the costume of Reformation England or today's grey flannel. 
More admonishes him: "Why Richard , it profits a man nothing to give 
his soul for the whole world ... But for Wales ... ?" William Roper 
is the radical who champions the underdog at any given opportunity-
the unthinking intellectual. Norfolk allows sentiment for a false ideal 
to cloud his reason. More's patience with him is exhausted: 
MORE. Because as you >ta n<.!, you'll go before ,·our M.1kcr 111 .1 
very ill condition. 
:-lOR FOLK. Now ; tcad y ' I hom.". 
MOR E. And He'll have to think th.ll somewhere back .dong 111 
your pedigree - a bi tch got m cr th e wall. 
Olher individuals we have met are here : Wolsey, the pawn of a demand-
ing master ; romwell , the cutthroa t; Senor Cha puys, the pedant of 
sanctity . Even Meg, his darling daughter, tells him to hold his convictions 
inwardly while betraying them to the world. 
Thomas More's triumph consists in his realization that an external 
betrayal of beliefs is a total disavowal of them. He is a man-a creature, 
and his salvation consists in the living out of his servitude under God 's 
dominion. He is not the angel 's and the outward actions are the best 
clue to the inward ego. The response of Henry's chancellor at once testi-
fies to his creaturehood and sainthood. 
In a recent volume of criti cism, Glenway Wescott proposed that the 
creative imagin ation i the best source fo r the true meaning to the hum;.~n 
condition. Bolt's play is an indication of the validity of uch a claim. The 
Common Man reminds us of the great gulf between himself and More, 
and then tells us he hopes that he-and every member of the audience-
will die at a ripe old age in a comfortable bed. But then again ... 
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The Anguished Searcher 
JOSE-JAVIER ORTOLL 
Searching, painfully striving 
Looking for a golden Eden. 
A mile away? 
A breath or an infinity of lives? 
Where is Shangri-La? 
Atop a mountain 
Where the heavens meet the earth 
And !he wind blows unforgettable signs, 
Perhaps !here I'll find 
My beaU/y Cynara. 
Besides a brink of open sea 
The murmuring palms 
Tell secrets engraved in the hearts of men. 
Perchance thai wh ite-clad gull 
Could tell me where A !Ian tis lies? 
That m ilkmaid gen tly whistling, 
If but for a moment she pauses, 
Could turn and comfort me. 
That braying co1v, 
Can it lead me to the Milky Way? 
Where is that eternal pasture 
Thai garden where honey flows? 
Wh ere is comfort, peace and quiet 
Wh ere is Paradise? 
Tell me, sage, for I am lost. 
Must I go drifting, 
Eternally floating , 
On the current of li/e-
Wilhout ever knowing 
Where my true port lies? 
Search th e high seas, 
Comb the pastures, 
Climb the hills and mountains, 
Dare the devil, 
But where is lo ve? 
Echoes drift 
A mid my reveries, 
Dead longings 
Stir once more, 
Am I too late? 
Did I hear rhe lasr wh isrle blow? 
Is rh e ship moving from rhe dock? 
Stop! - stop, I say 
Let me in! I must go in , 
Lest I perish standing still! 
A h, misery of miseries, 
It never m oved. 
It has always waited 
The ramp is but a breath away! 
But dare I meet the f irst plank? 
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Modern Fiction and 
the Liberal Teacher 
LOUIS G. PECEK 
An essay with the word " liberal" in its title had better begin with at 
]<;ast descriptive definitions. First of all, then, let no one attach any politi-
cal connotations to the words "liberal" and "conservative." By the word 
"conservative'· a used here should be understood a certain instructional 
todginess that can be labelled " preventative teaching." Such teaching may 
be compared briefly to the attitude of a mother who keeps her child 
indoors to prevent his taking cold and thus deprives him of needed exer-
cise and fresh air and in fact encourages in him a physical lassitude. The 
preventative teacher of literature ays to his students you may read these 
few books, but not these many books. Eventually the preventative teach-
er of literature works himself into an odd intellectual position, namely, 
that a student learns by not being free to read. This position also involves 
the wicked irony that if the student cannot read freely within the d i-
rected instructional atmosphere of his chool or college, he can freely 
purchase at most paper-back book racks work by writers J shall men-
tion as well as philosoph ical and literary tra h by writers, for example, 
like Bertrand Ru ell and Mickey Spillane, for the grand sum of fifty cents. 
In direct con trast to the conservative posit ion stands the liberal 
teacher. The term ''liberal teaching" means very specially, simply, and 
uccinctly not teaching which takes books out of the student ' reach, but 
teaching which offer the student the wide field of lite rary endeavor, 
which teaches him how to read these books, wh ich teaches him how to 
lea rn from whatever he reads, and which is imbued in tone with level-
headed Christi an discernment and judgment. 
Here are some pecimens of thought which might ident ify the posi-
tions described a ··conservative" and '· liberal." T he conservative might 
say to his tuclents: don' t read Hemingway, that lapsed Catholic who 
doesn 't under ·tancl life. The libera l teacher, on the other hand, says to 
his student: The Sun Also Rises, A Farewell 10 Arms, For Whom the 
lJe/1 Tolls. The Old Man and !he Sea, and the short stories - these a re 
Hemingway's best works; see for yourself a fict ional embodiment of the 
fa ilure of fata lism and the romantic dream. T he conservative says: don't 
read Faulkner, a radical incomprehensible rheto rician who specializes 
in sensational sex. The liberal says: these certain novels and stories a re 
the crucial nub of the saga Faulkner evolved about Yoknapatawpha 
County; read them and see how Faulkner attempts to make words do 
what they have seldom done before as he mourn the death of a Chris -
tian Southern tradition. The conservative would say: do not read James 
Gould Cozzens' By Love Possessed; its treatment of rape is much over-
cnsational ized. The liberal would say: By Love Possessed is an in ferior 
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novel artistically speaking, but the reader of it will hear the materia li ·tic 
whimpers of a dying ew England Congregationalism. Other exJmpl.:~ 
of the con ervativc position, prompted by various rea ons, arc the prin-
cipal of the local high chool who objected to tudent ' reading The 
Scarlet L etter, that "novel about adultery," and the decisions made in 
various citie to remove from the classroom and from the library helves 
the so-called raciall y offensive Hu ck/eherry Finn and The Merchant of 
Venice. 
Even the most brief reflection on these few examples shows th J t a 
conservative attempt is being made to ignore not only two of the three 
most important novels ever written in America, but also everal major 
writers that one imply cannot ignore and still maintain his intellectual 
integrity. 
Several principles very clearly divide the conservative and the liberal 
teacher. Evidently the conservative expects everything from literature -
philo ophy, theology, classical tragedy, traditional ethics, evidence of 
faith or at least of resolved skepticism, respect for religious dogma, and 
iln unwavering belief in God. And if he does not find at least mo t of 
these things in a given piece of literature, he i dissappointcd and angry 
that the li terary endeavor is not a exacting a speculat ive science as phi-
losophy. What he forgets unfortunately, is that Utopia does not ye t exist 
in our world, th <J t not all men believe in God , dogma, or ethics. 
The liberal teacher of literature, on the other hand, recogni zes mcst 
readi ly and completely that Original Sin has quite adequately taken care 
of the possibilities of all the conservative's expectat ions being fulfilled . 
and furthermore th at not all men accept the grJce th at helps them live 
salutary lives in what i aptly known as the human condition - man's 
special peculiarity among crea tures tha t permits him to suffer, to yea rn , to 
smile, to weep , to reason , to will, and above a ll , to sin. The liberal teach-
cr. to put it more briefly, accepts literat ure for whilt it is: an articulate 
product of the most ensitive human imagination intended primarily for 
the thoughtful, but not instructive, entertainment of its readers . Unlike 
the conservative, the liberal teacher does not demand of literature philo -
ophy, theology , clas ical tragedy, traditional ethics, evidence of faith 
or at least resolved skepticism, respect for religious dogma , and an un -
wavering belief in God . And in return literature gives him not philosophy 
for which it will never be a substitute, not theology for which it will 
never be a substitute, not resolved doubt which no piece of fiction can 
fully provide a suffering mind ; it gives him instead all of these things -
philosophy and theology and all the rest - in practice and at work 
particularized in the creations of the artist. And what the liberal teacher 
receives from literature teaches him in turn that not only the traditional 
and orthodox can provide these things. 
Still a major figure today in talk of modern American literature is 
Ernest Hemingway. It does little good intellectually to say that of course 
one cannot accept pagan romantic stoicism and that therefore one can-
not accept Hemingway. The fact is that a fatalistic stoicism is today (and 
ac tuall y it is not peculiar to this century) one of the substitutes for faith, 
grace, and redemption. Since this is one of the facts of the present social 
situ at ion , nothing intellectually corrective is ga ined by ignoring a literary 
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pa rticularin tion o f the fact. 
];1 the epigraph to his fir t novel, 7he Sun A lso Rises. Hemingway 
u~e\ the words ' ·lost generation." ' im:e then more th an any other wri ter 
those word. have been a ociated with him. And for the pa t thirt y year 
o r more critici m has de. cribed and defined this o-called lo t generation; 
hut v.ha t criticism often forget is that tho e words label a period and 
it s people- no more than that. That age ha not ended, but today the term 
is immobile, because having been applied to one age and group of writ-
ers it cannot very well be u ed to designate anything or anyone else. 
evertheless, this idea of "lostne s" designates a shattering or at least a 
weakening of faith in America, in peace, in the goodness of man , and 
in God and Hi Providence. It describes, in short, a complex of the most 
bitter disenchantments man can suffer. 
The serio us reader who reads Hemingway a a serious writer soon 
under tands that the basic human weakness of most Hemingway char-
acters, and all of the important ones, is their inability to understand the 
life of the spirit. Isn' t this, after all, the seat of the inner conflicts in 
important literature? Should Hemingway's character not share this 
weakness, they could not undergo the conflicts that emerge in his fiction. 
Each of his characters lacks a focus that would make life bearable for 
him. 
Two very good examples arc the major figures in Th e Sun Also Rises, 
which many critics also consider Hem ingway's major novel. Brett Ash-
ley, on a furlough between husbands, with no concept of the life of the 
mind or of spirit , lacks a spiritual focus. Her refuge is drink. which helps 
make her as pleasantly numb a. possible to the world around her, and 
promiscuity, which provides not only a modicum of physical compensa-
tions but also just some activity to fill the loneline s of her existence. 
Jake Barnes understands that there is a life of spirit, but does not under-
stand what it is or how to achieve it. In addition , having been rendered 
impotent by a war wound, he lacks a basic physical focus on life, and 
on a very fundamental human level he lives, because of his sexual defect, 
a life of isolation . Hemingway uses these two characters to create what 
is in these terms an impossible human situation; for though these two 
people love each other, no possibility exists for the fulfi llment of their 
love, and in fact the course of their relationship leads from one frustra-
tion to another. The situation is quite similar in A Farewell To A nns. 
another major novel. 
This work has a wartime setting, and in a wartime setting, whether 
in actual life or in fiction, life does not go on normally, society does not 
operate on its usual peacetime rules. War brings with it not only suffer-
ir.g and death but also the limitation or frustration of most normal aspi-
rations. Thus it is with Catherine Barkley and Lt. Henry, the major 
fig ure in this novel. Their love affair begins on shaky ground: for Henry 
the affair is a convenient interlude; for Catherine her new lover is a 
compensation for her fiance who had been killed in the war. For pur-
poses of fictiona l conflict, it is inevitable that the affair which began for 
one as a lark and for the other as a need should develop into a lasting 
relationship. But here again the war imposes another obstacle. Catherine 
is a nurse, and only unmarried nurse are permitted at the front line 
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hospitals. The two find themselve , therefore, in a social paradox. They 
should marry, for the sake of the child Catherine is to bear; yet if they 
do marry, they will be forced to separate, and thi they refuse to do. 
Matters are brought to a crisis when the Italian army with which Lt. 
Henry is serving is forced to make a major retreat. All sense of logic i 
lost for good when Italian partisans set up guard posts along the line of 
the retreat and indiscriminately execute all Italian officers they capture, 
blaming them and their leadership for the retreat. At this poi.nt Lt. Henry 
makes his farewell to arms, his own separate peace. He deserts, and with 
Catherine makes his way to Switzerland, where they isolate themselves 
from a world whose norms, already wrenched unnaturally out of line, 
have now completely disintegrated. Finally, Lt. Henry must suffer the 
last blow of a cruel life when both Catherine and her child die in child-
bed, and he is left alone. 
These two examples may suffice to show that a basic tenet of the 
Hemingway fictional world is that society is not to be trusted, indeed 
that it cannot be. Not only is society suspect, but man finds it impo sible 
t0 live securely and happily in a social situation. In The Sun Also Rises 
community is altogether impossible. Given his unnatural sexual defect, 
Jake must sublimate any passion that i even remotely sexual, and this 
not willingly but because a war not of his choosing has imposed it on 
him. Lt. Henry's situation is similar to Jake's. A normal life is not pos ible 
for him, although he and Catherine do achieve something - a com-
munity of two, all the more frustrating because it i transient. To Cath-
erine her own death is the fin a I dirty trick of life. The idea of the 
transiency of happiness Hemingway expres es very well in the short story 
"In Another Country," in which a character whose wife has died re-
cently holds that a man must not marry: "He cannot marry," says the 
major. "If he is to lose everything, he should not place himself in a 
position to lose that. He should not place himself in a position to lo e. 
He should find things he cannot lose." 
Now, if one cannot trust society and must seck for what he cannot 
lose, what is it eventual ly that he finds? Remember, however, that he ha 
no understanding of the life of spirit. To Lt. Henry, for example, God is 
what one fears in the night. So there are certain things that he cannot 
find, given his consciousness and experience. First of all, then, he isolates 
himself. All Hemingway characters are isolated. Jake Barnes, Lt. Henry, 
and in For Whom the Bell Tolls, Robert Jordan, are Americans fighting 
in foreign armies. Santiago in The Old Man and the Sea is alone in his 
boat and in his community. They must and do act alone. The only happi -
ness Jake finds is in fishing in solitary contentment. And eventually Lt. 
Henry is left alone with his shattered life. And what is permanent? Only 
the earth. This is immutable; people change, vacillate, and destroy. Hu-
man life betrays man; only the earth does not. 
And how does the Hemingway character adjust to the needs brought 
about by the lack of focus in his existence? Psychologically the answer 
is quite elementary. He creates a new focus. For the Hemingway charac-
ter this new focus is toughness, a masculine, classically orientated tough-
ness, teaching him that the world cannot be seen with hope, and die-
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tating that he must suffer quietly witho ut 'whimpering and that death, 
though a Jirt , tr ick, is at least the end. 
froni ca ll y, the H emin g"" ay code of toughn c and it ca uses arc 
usua ll y wha t th e conservat ive teac her of literature objects to. Bu t the 
li bera l teacher let th e code of to ughn ess go fo r what it i , namely, a 
nat ural and logical result o f the given c ircum lances Hemingway imposes 
upon his fict iona l world . The liberal critic izes, rather, the romantici m 
that re ults from the code. For at th e very time th at the Hemingway 
c haracte r becomes a fi gure of isolated toughne , the image th at he 
presents of masculinity becomes a figure o f the little boy's world of 
thoughtles action . And the feminine charac te rs, crea tion inspired by 
th is he-man world, are not full blooded , full y characterized wo men , but 
ro mant ic ized fi gments of a romantic masculine mind , sub m i sive, self-
e ffacing, what one critic has ca ll ed d ivine lolli pops. 
Yet to the liberal teacher, thi critici sm of H em ingway's a rtis tic 
accom pl ishmen t is not in itself enough to in vali da te the wo rth of H em-
ingway's work. For the work is a concrete picture of a wo rl d wherein , 
for all of man's yea rni ngs toward the life of spirit , man, because of his 
lack of knowledge, experience, and un der ta nding, ca nn o t rise above a 
fa talist icall y m aterialis tic ou tlook upon li fe. As such then the liberal 
teacher accepts H emingway as a va lid artist who quite honest ly puts hi s 
finger on one of th e tragic facts of hi s and our age. 
Bu t at least the conservative permit s some Hem ingway to pass m-
~pcc ti on . A few short sto ries are accepted because they a re good stories 
abo ut hunting, or fishin g, or bullfi ghting - ent irely the wrong reasons. 
It is a p ity when one sees in Hemingway no more than huntin g, fi sh ing 
o r bullfight ing. But the American assiduously avoided by conservatives 
is Wi ll iam F aul kner, who is even more signi ficant th an Hemin gway. 
Un for tunately there are people who know onl y that in F a ul kner's 
work a re num erous examples of sex ual violence, brut ality, incest, rape, 
and other as o rted ev il s. And if they know nothin g else about him they 
immedi ately and unthin kin gly categorize him with writers of filth and 
ignore what cannot be lightl y ignored: th at a rtisti ca ll y he was worth y 
of a N obel Pri ze and th at m any c ritics who are not feeble minded co n-
side r Faulkner the majo r American fictionist o f the twenti eth century. 
The question of vio lence could be settled at once by reference to 
Faul kner's own statements, but his opinion woul d not be accepted by 
those who disapprove of him. Perhaps, however, they wo uld respect the 
opi nions of M iss F lannery O'Conner, a comparatively young, so uthern , 
Cathol ic write r who, by way of two novels and som e twenty sho rt to ries, 
has established her reputation durin g the p ast ten years. Her fict ion is 
replete with gro tesque characters, m acabre situations, viol ence, and ap-
pa lling sex ual situations. Miss O 'Conner feels th at the most serious duty 
of the serious writer is to expose human evil. So far so good; even the 
conservat ive wo uld agree with th at. But Miss O 'Conner reaches a very 
important concl usion about the use of violence, brutality, and grotesque-
ness in her works. One of the greatest tragedies o f our age, according to 
her idea, is th at evil - solid concrete evil - bas lost its meaning, that in 
our time ev il has become quite acceptable, that often it has been glam-
orized or at leas t neutralized into common everyday action, th at many 
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e>utrages have impl y become ordinary. tvliss O'Conner feels that the 
serious modern writer fulfills this part of his duty by howing evil as it 
really is for what it really is, by making it o recognizable in a ll it horror 
Chat it can never ap pear even slightly attractive. Now thi i nothing new 
in the creative arts. It is a fundamental principle of Christian aesthetic . 
Dante worked under this theory in The Dil"ine Comedy, the sentimental 
novelist used thi s theory as he created his black-hearted villains, and any 
Catholic who has made a retreat will remember the theory at work in 
the descriptive evocation of the meaning of hell. 
Of course, for the conservative thi explanation for Faulkner's usc 
of sensationalism an d violence is insufficient justification unless it can 
be shown that Faulkner is a moralist . It is very difficult to talk of Faulk-
ner as a moralist without taking into account the entire scope of the 
Yoknapatawpha saga. Briefly, the temporal scope of the saga spans the 
years from the time when Indians held the land to the very pre ent . And 
the spatial scope of the aga is conversely confined to a small unit of 
earth, Yoknapatawpha County, Mississippi, William Faulkner, sole owner 
and proprietor - to use his own words. By its expanded scope in time 
and limited scope in space, this saga is part of the art i tic tradition of th e 
microcosm, wherein the artist's limited world is an image of the multi-
faceted hum an actual world, just as the Pequod was for Melville's Mohy 
Dick, just as the Mi sissippi River region wa for Mark Twain's The Ad-
n~nrures of Hu ck leberry Finn. Faulkner populates his microco m with 
the full range - good and bad - of human particularization Indi an ·. 
'egroes, a nd of course, white men. The families that recur most often 
throughout the stories and novels are so significant that they can be used 
a' examples. 
The Sartoris clan: subject of one no vel and participants in several 
~hon stories. The old family epitomizes the glory of the ante-bellum 
south, wealthy, landed, politically influential. But after the Civil War 
and \~ ith the eventual dissect ion of the plantations, the Sartorise begin to 
die out. Their power as ar istocrats wanes: and the family tree itself dies 
ab ruptl y as Bayard, the last of the clan, with no sense of the past, of his 
famil), and of the responsibility it had alway carried, goes out in a flas:1 
01 flame when by his own recklessne s he dies in a plane era h. 
The Compsons: a middle class fam il y with an honorable southern 
military history and hence an absorption in a past that i now lost. The 
young Quentin Compson is the crucial member of this family, and the 
development of his point of view makes The Sound and the Fury and 
Absalom, A bwlom-' major novel s. For Quentin, young and impressionable, 
i absorbed in his past without understanding it ; hi moral confusion i 
so involved and further complicated by his family problem th at one 
fine spring cl ay in hi freshman year at Harvard he drowns himself in the 
Cambridge River. Whereas the Sartoris clan i a figure of the decay of 
moral might, the Compsons are figures of moral unawareness. 
Next in time are the Snopeses, the totally amoral clan who e only 
awareness is materialistic and completely unscrupulous. For a time the 
clan usurps the major portion of Yoknapatawpha and makes for the 
utter moral desolation of the community. The Snopeses are the major 
figures of Faulkner's trilogy consist ing of The Hamlet , The Town, and 
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Th e M ansion, which together with The Sound and the Fury and Absalom , 
A bsalom! are the crucial novels of the saga. 
And lastly, Gavin Stevens, not a family but an individual, and a 
rather unusual one at that. For Faulkner, Stevens is the one figure in 
the aga who has not only a sense of the past, a moral awareness, and a 
sense of responsibility, but also the experience and the ability and the 
power to do something with his awareness. He is unusual among resi-
dents of Yoknapatawpba; for unlike others, he left the South to go to 
Harvard, and after getting his Phi Beta Kappa Key, to Heidelberg Uni-
versity. But despite his brilliant background, he decides to return to his 
people. In terms of the saga Stevens is a man of the present, being in his 
time what old Colonel Sartoris was in the time be had outlived. 
Equally important - and some would say more important - is the 
artistic vision Faulkner brings to his fiction . The intent of his style has 
been called psychological reality. This is to say, his writing is below the 
surface of external reality but above the level of the unconscious, or in 
other words the viewpoint expressed in a given work is usually a very 
conscious viewpoint that can be approximated accurately in artistic 
terms only when the artist takes into account what goes to make up con-
sciousness: experience, awareness, and the past. Faulkner is not a pro-
fessional psychologist, but as a novelist be has the idea. For according 
to this vision there is no past, as such. It's gone; that is part of the defi-
nition of the word. Individuals understand the past and it has importance 
for them only as it relates to their present. For the Southerner then, in 
this context, the Civil War is not so much an historical fact as is a part 
of an individual's conscious experience participating actively in his present. 
For an artist to make use of the past is not new; to make use of it as 
Faulkner does in terms of consciousness is, however, something new in 
this century. To reject it for goriness or difficulty is intellectual weakness 
and a failure not to sympathize with but to understand an attempt by an 
artist to make literature more deeply mimetic. 
One of the conservative's basic reasons for calling a writer unworthy 
is that the writer substitutes literature for religion. The opening remarks 
of this essay should be clear enough to show this writer's approval of the 
objection, though as a reason it nevertheless exposes the supposition that 
the conservative sometimes expects more of literature that it can give. 
To look at it another way, the liberal teacher has a right to ask one thing 
of the conservative: namely, that the conservative not substitute religion 
for literature. To say that so-and-so should be on the Index, as it often 
said of Graham Greene for example, is to attempt an escape from the 
responsibility of teaching. To say that this or that writer is bad because 
he has no knowledge of God or because he does not recognize God or 
because he does not have faith in God is not only to attempt an escape 
from some basic facts of modern life, but also to ignore some new de-
velopments: that perhaps it is not theologically certain that no man can 
be invincibly ignorant of God, that possibly not a dogmatic faith in God, 
but just a broad faith is sufficient for salvation, that perhaps the salvific 
will of God is much more comprehensive than hitherto bas been thought, 
that grace must perhaps be understood not just in essence but in very 
specific individual terms. The fact is that in his own right, not as a the-
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ologian but as an imaginative and serious thinker, the writer ha been 
dealing with these question for centuries. 
What the liberal teacher asks for, fin a lly, is fairne , objectivity, and 
that literature be looked at for what it i : first of all, a an art form, not 
a text book; secondly, as a peculative and particularizing art discipline; 
thirdly, as a product of sensitive human mind of all kinds ; fourthly, a 
an art from which one can learn if at all, then negatively as well a pos-
itively; lastly, as an art form through which one can grasp at the stars 
and do with pleasure what in his individual life man doe best - uffcr 
and love with growing awareness for the sake of his own alvation. 
The Anguished Sea 
JOSE-JAVIER ORTOLL 
An immense span of blueness 
Stretches out ahead of me 
Quiet and peacefully asleep. 
The shrieks of playful seagulls 
Float pleasantly to my ears. 
The slow mmble of th e wind, 
Embracing the swaying palms, 
Uplifts my soul, and I drink 
From nature's eternal breast. 
Lazily th e waves roll, 
Crawling up th e glisten ing sands. 
Slowly the crests rise, and for a moment 
Stay still ---
Only to surrender 
To th e beckoning whisper of the underflo w. 
But hark - listen! -
The wind, once calm, now gathers, 
To recoil and slice the atmosphere. 
The ever-obedient palm trees 
Bow deeper, as moments float away. 
The rumble now resembles a roar, 
The gay shouts of the gulls 
No longer are distinct. 
The crests dare defy th e heights 
Even more!----
Crushing hopelessly down. 
The heavens are filled with black rage. 
The fury of its ire rises to a crescendo 
And bursts, with ever-repeating cannonades, 
While crooked fingers rake the clouds. 
A heavy torrent of maddened tears 
Mix with the sweet sands, 
Corrupted with a mere touch. 
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The patience of a stout trunk , 
Reaches the limits and falls dead. 
Slowly I turn and give my back 
To the hellish desecration , 
My heart throbbing in rhythm 
With the rise and fall of the waves. 
Painfully I trudge to the portal door. 
Thunder and flashing ligh tning 
Massacre the environment 
While my soul turns over 
And over, and over, and . 
A streak of golden rays 
Warmly caresses the carpeted floor. 
The laughter of the birds 
Once more greets m y ears. 
The trees no longer degrade themselves, 
But stand, firm and lusty. 
I rush to the beach 
And find all my friends-
The crabs. the shells, the stones, 
The sea-weeds and the rocks 
Smiling in warm welcom e. 
Once more I stand 
At the brink of paradise. 
I open my arms, caressing my love, 
The Sea and I are one. 
(a satorD 
JOEL M. DEUTSCH 
the rain reminds me that 
Love is a secret 
(No t to be kept) 
and afterwards the crickets sing 
of the wet earth 
(w hich is th eirs 
because they have sung the rain 
which is mine 
for I have listened 
while it splashes gently 
on m y soul's doorstep 
reminding m e that 
Love is a secret 
which kept 
- unsung-
belongs to no one 
and may be forgotten 
Jot:! Deutsch attended the 1963 stllnmer session at Carroll. 
Wood Song 
STEVE J . LAUTERMILCH 
Eben raced along the mar h. Damp brown leaves and spongy 
gro und cushioned his pounding feet. Bushc and reed flashed by: all was 
a blur of muted greens and brown·. 
Suddenly the trail veered right. A stream shot up. Almo t prawling 
headlong into the water, Eben lurched sideway , slipped on the wet 
reeds and swamp grass, caught his balance on a branch, and lunged 
0r1t0 the rickety old footbridge . 
Eben collapsed his panting frame on the gnarled wooden rail. Against 
his sagging arms and heavi ng chest, the rail felt cold and assuring. Greed-
ily he gulped in huge mouthfuls of air, soothing his fiery throat and 
ac hing lungs. Unusual for a damp and sultry climate, the air was fresh 
and clean that afternoon. 
Above, the willows formed a sheltering canopy over the bridge, and 
Eben could taste their sweet ness on his breath. A breeze was playing 
through their long graceful limbs; and a the branches swayed in the 
wind, strand of flowing mos trailed back and forth in the brook , rippling 
the lazy water. 
Eben stared into the stream. The image of a yo ung lad of eight with 
hocks of sandy hair shimmered on the languid grey-green brook. Eben's 
heart had slowly ceased thudding, and a feeling of complete serenity an d 
peace was preading a glow of easy warmth through hi veins. 
Then scarcely audible above the murmuring brook, strains of banjo 
mu ic drifted to his ears. 
Eben did not move. He could just make out the tune, and he wanted 
to li ten. The second that Eben reached the shack, Uncle Joel would 
stop playing. 
"I'm coming. I'm coming. For my head is bending low." 
The music ebbed soft and low like fog, a haunting mournful sound 
that embodied the old egro who played it. 
Eben could see Uncle Joel bent over his banjo. Shoulders and back 
hunched forward, his bead hung low over his chest, hiding his ebony 
face and revealing only kinky white hair. Every fiber in his big body 
strained forward and down, emphasizing only the banjo, the glisten ing 
blue banjo cradled in his arms and lap. 
So engrossed, so absorbed was the old Negro that, save for the 
banjo, nothing else existed, nothing else was real. The banjo alone po -
sessed existence; all else was backdrop, illusion. Glistening a bright blue, 
the instrument hovered there, a living being outside both space and time. 
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From somewhere far away came the word of a song; from some-
where far a\\ay came the voice of a human singing. But that voice, those 
word , were unreal: only the shin y blue banjo was reality. Even the old 
man who held it had cea cd to exis t: even he was a mirage. The banjo, 
the gl i tcni ng blue banjo, had abso rbed all being into itself. 
Eben' head snapped erect. The music stopped. Without thinking, 
Eben rushed to the inger's hack. There, rising from his knees, was 
Uncle Joel, holding something he had just found on the ground. Eben 
ran to his ide. 
"What yo u got?" he asked. 
Uncle Joel did not reply. He merely held out his hands. There, 
cupped tenderly in his long black fingers , was a baby mockingbird. Eben's 
hands darted forward. 
''Easy, Eben," Uncle Joel said. "It 's tiny. " 
Eben took the bird in his hands. The little creature shivered with 
fright. Eben stroked its head. Its feathers were downy. 
"Can I keep it?" he asked. 
Uncle Joel's head moved sideways. '' It'd die," he aid. 
'Tel take care of it ," Eben sa id . " I'd feed it , and 
Uncle Joel knew better. " Mockingbirds ain ' t made fer pens," he aid. 
"They' re to sing. It 'd die in a cage." 
Eben grimace and fell sil ent. His foot kicked at a twig. Then his 
face lit up. ' ·Can I show my mom and dad?" 
Uncle Joel paused, as if pondering an iss ue far more weighty and 
univer al that the question before him. 
"Promise you let him go?" he asked . "On your word?" The question 
was grave. 
"Sure, Uncle Joel," Eben sa id. 
Uncle Joel nodded consent. " ow scat!" he sa id. owadays people 
don ' t want no whites back here." 
Eben's eyes clouded. He glanced downward . With shoulders stooped, 
lie turned arou nd and faltered off, hurt and silent. 
"What'd you say that fer? The voice was Aunt Sally's, Joel's wife. 
She had been li tening from the hut, and now stood motionless in the 
clearing. 
"Don't know," Uncle Joel said. 
For a moment, sil ence cut them apart. Both stra ined. Then Aunt 
Sally spoke. "Think Eben be back?" she asked. 
"Tomorrow," Uncle Joel said. 
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Tomorrow dawned early; and come noon, Eben was stopping by 
the bridge. This time he heard no mu ic. Uncle Joel wa not playing. 
With dragging, hesitant steps Eben started for the hut. The back door 
was open . Eben went in. 
"Hi, Aunt Sally," he said . Uncle Joel was nowhere in sight. 
"Hi, Eben," Aunt Sally said. 
There was a thick hush. Eben glanced around the room . The banjo 
was al o gone. 
"Where's Uncle Joel ?" Eben said. 
"Don't know" Aunt Sally said . 
Again a pause. Eben's shoulder twitched. 
"Can I ask you something, Aunt Sally?" Eben said. 
"Sure, Eben," Aunt Sally said. 
"Why don't f get to hear Uncle Joel play anymore, Aunt Sally?" 
Eben asked. 
Aunt Sally put away the plate he was drying. "lt's hard to say, 
Eben ," she said. " It's kinda like Uncle Joel and dat banjo become real 
close friends. lt's like dey don't want nobody else around." 
"But he used to let me listen , Aunt Sally,' · Eben said. "And you do. " 
" o more, Eben ," Aunt Sally aid. " o more. " She paused, strug-
gled for words. " Jt 's a lmost like dat blue banjo's its own special world fer 
Uncle Joel , and he don't want nobod y else to mess with it." Once more 
she had to stop. "And lately, chile, it seems like Uncle Joel hisself don't 
want to play it. It seems almost like he can't play it , like something' - " 
Suddenl y Aunt Sally' head jerked up. She stopped talking. Some-
where nearby, a song wa dying among the tree . 
"For m y head is bending low. I hear der gentle voices calling, old 
black Joe." 
For a moment all was sacred, silent. Neither of them spoke or 
moved. Then came the rustling noise that leaves made, and the sound 
of feet trudging toward the shack. Banjo nestled in his arms, Uncle Joel 
paused in the clearing outside the shack. In the waterfall of light that 
poured through the opening in the trees above the hut, Uncle Joel's blue 
banjo gli tened almost mystically. 
"Hi, Uncle Joel," Eben said. He did not look in Uncle Joel's eye . 
"Hi, Eben ," Uncle Joel said. 
Suddenly Uncle Joel's eyes struck Eben's. Eben winced. "I - J let 
the mockingbird go," Eben stammered. "I- I did. I wanted to tell you." 
Uncle Joel did not speak. His glance fell to the ground. Then he 
looked up. His eyes were sad , and his mouth had a line of defeat to ir. 
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' 'You better go, Eben," he said. 
Eben did not try to reply. In jerky struggling motions he turned 
himself around and started off. Then suddenly he broke into a run and 
vanished. 
' 'Oat weren' t right, Joel," Aunt Sally said. 
Uncle Joel did not answer, but plodded inside the hut. He sank down 
on the side of his threadbare cot and brought the banjo to rest on his 
knees. For a moment he just sat there. Then slowly, his finger dragged 
aero s the strings, he began to strum his banjo. 
" I'm coming." 
He stopped. 
"A mockingbird can 't sing in a cage," he aid. " It's gotta be free to 
sing. And if it can' t sing - " 
Uncle Joel's head sagged to his chest. Aunt Sally went to his side. 
You're tired , Joel ," she said. "All week you been awful tired. Why not 
sleep?" 
Uncle Joel fell back on the bed. The blue banjo clunked to the 
floor, and the hollow twang of its strings hung long in the air. Then 
nothing broke the silence. 
Reverently Aunt Sally picked up the blue banjo and laid it to rest 
in the corner of the room. "First I ever touched it," she said. 
The next day, Eben did not top at the bridge. He ran all the way. 
In his hand he clutched a baby mockingbird. It was dead. 
When be reached the hut, he found Aunt Sally slumped on the 
corner of Uncle Joel's bed. Silently and immobile, she was staring at the 
rough wooden planks of the floor by Uncle Joel' head. Eben started to 
speak. 
" Don' t," Aunt Sally said. ·'He's dead." 
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A Question 
DAVID J. SWANN 
down there 
:tee 
where the water is 
there's a boy fishing 
so quiet 
so peaceful 
do you think he knows? 
see that little girl 
in smock 
playing house 
with home-made dolls 
so sweet 
so cute 
does she know? 
and that baby 
against the breast 
suckling life 
from familiar warmth 
so fair 
so cherubic 
do you suppose he knows? 
in the world 
of lillie people 
enriched tranquility 
do you suppose 
they feel 
the yoke of world war Ill? 
David ]. Swann, a st:nior from Pt:rkiom~nville, Pennsylvania, is a m~mb~r 
of t/1~ CARROLL NEWS staff. 
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Robert Penn Warren's 
Vision of the Negro 
RICHARD CERMAK 
That Robert Penn Warren has been ignored by literary historians 
is often regarded as an accident. Those who admire him point out that 
to critics !ike Joseph Warren Beach and Alfred Kazin, writing at the end 
of the thirties, he was still an apprentice. For John W. Aldridge's After the 
Lost Generation (1951) he was too old to be a newcomer. 
Perhaps the true reason for this exclusion, however, lies in the con-
flict between his birthplace and his philosophy or "personal vision." Born 
in a border state which stayed loyal during the Civil War, be was the 
grandson of a Confederate officer. Although he lived the greater part 
of his life in the orth he spoke with a pronounced Tennessee accent. 
Under such conditions and considering the century of conflict between 
the regions, a man might feel he is an outcast from society, a nonentity 
without a decided philosophy of his own. 
Warren was not of this mold. In the most outright declaration of hi 
position, Warren said of man: 
In th~ pain of isolation he may achit\'C the cou rage and clarity of mind 
to envisage the tragic pathos of life, and once he rea lizes that the tragic 
experience is unJvcr"l l and a corollary of man's pbce in nature ... Man 
cats of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge, a nd falls. But if he takes another 
bite, he may at Jca,t get a sort of redemption. 
Warren's vi ion , therefore, was what Leonard Casper termed "the 
dialectic course of man's compulsion to be known." In more simple 
terms, he believed that man is obliged to di cover himself in the world. 
The implications of this philosophy or "vision" are certainly more 
clearly r¥alized when applied to the Negro and race relations in genera l. 
The self-con ciousness, complexity, and ferment of the South on this 
problem provided Warren with handy symbols for the fate of the mod-
ern self. Segregation, which has helped the Negro race flourish by the 
way it has tested it, offers the South a chance to achieve its own moral 
identity by recognizing that of its egroe . lt was this that Warren was 
referring to when, in his poem "Modification of Landscape," he stated 
that: 
There will, indeed, be modification of landscape, 
And in margin of natural disaster, substantial reduction . 
There will be refinement of principle, and purified action, 
r\nd expansion, we trust, of the human heart-hope, and hand-scope. 
This would occur only "In learn ing to face Truth's glare-glory, from 
which our eyes are long hid." 
Richard Cermak is a junior history major /rom Eric, Pcrwsylvania. 
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Jn Segregation: The Inner Conflict in the South, Warren recorded a 
multitude of diverse individual opinion on this burning is ue. He wa 
actually testing people to sec if they were "discovering themselves." lt is 
in The Legacy of the Civil War, hi meditations on the Centennial, that 
we find many of his own observations on the egro. 
Warren saw slavery as a necessary cause for the Civil War since it 
provided the background for secession, the mounting Southern debt to 
the North, economic rivalry, Southern fear of encirclement, Northern 
ambitions, and cultural collision. The War brought on by slavery created 
the Great Alibi for the South. A simple reference to the War could ex-
plain anything. 
According to the Great Alibi, states Warren, "The race problem is 
the doom defined by history-by New England slavers, New England 
and Middlewestern Abolitionists, cotton, climate, the Civil War, Recon-
struction, Wall Street, the Jews. Everything fits into the picture." 
Feeling that the situation is determined by history, the Southerner 
feels he has no guilt and is really "an innocent victim of a cosmic con-
spiracy."' His attitude toward the situation of segregation is thus frozen. 
He state that he want to act differently, but cannot. 
This is what Robert Penn Warren could not accept. ln hi term 
these men were not discovering themselves or the reasons for their ac-
tions. T!1ey :1cted in a way that was as false as th at of the Northerner 
who excused their thoughts because of the Treasury of Virtue bequeathed 
to them by the War. 
Both hi s views and hi birth, therefore, brought upon his head a 
~core of ep ithets. He was called disillu ioned or morbid , primitivistic, 
provincial, Gothic, apologetic, a determinist with naturalistic tendencie , 
and a Christian nihilist. That it is extremely difficult to simplify or inter-
pret the feeling of Robert Penn Warren as has been intimated in the prc-
ceeding is well illustrated by Casper's admission that his perspective 
occasionally " tend to contradict or stifle one another in the truggle for 
·~ mergence of one vision indivisible." 
Des;>ite the difficulty in determining his perspective at times, those 
who study works of his, such as A II th e King's Men , may perhaps be 
guided by his opening in "Lullaby - Smile in Sleep." 
Sleep, rny son, and smi le in sleep. 
You will dream the world anew. 
Watching you now sleep, 
I feel the world"s depleted force renew 
For now you dream Reality 
Dream the power coming 011. 
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A Rush to Rendezvous 
JEROME L. WYANT 
Why should I deny it? 
I love her; it's as simple as that. 
If I didn't, then please tell me why 
I walked the lonely rain-rutted roads 
On that cold November night when the 
Sky seemed exploded with stars 
From a holocaust in the heavens, 
ShininR fragments that f ired 
My path with a guiding pallor 
Through the darker night of 
The tall trembling trees, 
Whose wry branches swung overhead, 
Waving ominous warning and 
Making me half afraid 
That I would lose her 
Before seeing her again . 
Air. W ynnt is n Teaching Associate in the Dcp.u·tmcnt of English . 
A Taste of Honey: 
A Review 
EDWARD G. KELLY 
In June of 1959 a play called A Taste of Hon ey hit the London stage 
with such impact that even the usually callou ed London reviewer were 
divided. Some said it was social commentary, and others held it to be a 
moving drama with overtones of warning to all mankind. The author, 
Miss Shelagh Delaney, was only nineteen at the time of first production. 
Her plot was, to say the least, unusual. The tory concerns a working-
class adolescent girl, Jo, and her personal rel at ionship with the other 
characters of the play: the egro sailor who make her pregnant; the 
homosexual art tudent , Geoffrey, who moves into her apartment to 
help her through her pregnancy; her saloon-frequenting, prostitute moth-
er, Helen ; and Peter, Helen's newly acquired husband. In this circle of 
people Jo moves and tries to establish herself as a person. 
The play is done in episode form, bringing different combinations 
of characters together, blacking out the stage and introducing a new 
combination, and thus developing plot. The sequences run as follows: Jo 
and Helen moving into their decrepit new apartment; Peter discovering 
their new residence; Jo meeting her lover; Peter and Helen leaving on a 
""honeymoon "; Jo and her lover alone in the apartment; the homosexual 
art student helping Jo through her pregnancy; Helen, thrown out by 
Peter, returning and forcing Geoffrey to leave; and Helen deserting Jo 
when she learns Jo's baby may be black. 
Before we examine the play more closely, we should mention a wide-
pread belief concerning Miss Delaney which is not well grounded in 
fact. There is a tendency now to regard A Taste of Hon ey a a biograph-
ical play. This is easi ly explained because there arc some similarities 
between Jo and Miss Del aney. For example, the setting of the play, Sal-
ford, near Manchester, is also the birthplace of Miss Delaney. Both Jo 
and Miss Delaney are Irish, and both quit school at sixteen. However, 
the biographical similarity ends here, and basing it on such scant evi-
dence would be rash. In add ition, Miss Delaney lived in middle-cl ass, 
government subsidized home and was not, as Jo, a product of the slums. 
We shall be concerned only with Jo and Helen, since by examining 
them, the meaning of the play can come to u without complication. 
F rom the dingy apartment in Salford, Jo cries, "I hate love"; but the 
character and the entire play are full of love. Harold Clurman, the noted 
critic, has dubbed this play and others with it "the theatre of the negation ," 
meaning that their message is essentially one of despair. No doubt this 
i partially true, yet the secret of this play was perhaps best expressed 
by the English ar t critic John Berger when be said, "The despair of the 
artist is often misunderstood. It is never total. It excepts his own work 
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... there i a h~ ay hope of reprieve." This despair theme, seen in other 
modern autho rs, 0 ' eill and Pirandello, is a protest aga inst the slow 
disintegration of man's own nature , hi loss of true values, and his in abilit y 
to cope with reality as it is. 
In A Tasre of H oney thi theme is the recurring principle and the 
motivating force behind a ll action. Helen and Jo, in the intimate rela-
tionship of mother and daughter who so desperately need each other, 
seem at the same time bent on destroying one another. Their deliberate 
mutual cruelty is ironic because they have such great need of one another. 
fo: What day was I horn on' 
Hdcn: I don't know. 
fo: You should remember such an importa nt event. 
llclcn: I' ve always done my best to forget that. 
fo : !low old was I when your hu~band threw you out' 
1-!clcn: Change the subject. When I think of her father and my husband it makes 
rne wonder why I e'er bothered , it does reall y. 
fo : He was rich wasn 't he ? 
ll clcn: He was a rat! 
fo : He was your husba nd. Why did you marry him ? 
IIden: I had nothing better to do . Then he divorced me; that was your fault. 
fo: I a.~rce with h im. If I was a man and my wife h:td a baby that wasn't mine 
I'd ,J.ng her out. 
,·en in this si ngula r conversation, which is deliberately brutal and 
expresses the very dept hs of their souls, there is a glib indifference in all 
they ay. 
(Iiden has itht learned of Jo's pregnancy.) 
Jo: I'll get om of It wuhout your help . 
Helen: You had to throw yc>Ltrsclf at the first man you met, didn't you' 
Jo : Yes, I clid, th.n's right. 
llelcn: You're man mad. 
fo : I'm like you. 
Helen: You know what they're ca lling you round here ' a sill y little whore. 
fo: Well, they know where I get it from too. 
Jo and Helen a re completely aware of their misfortune ; yet they 
do not under tand their problems, and so they have no solutions for them. 
Perhaps they blame the world for what they are, or perhaps they don't 
e,·en go so far as to associate their tragedy with cause. To them the cause 
makes little difference. Why do Jo and Helen allow them elves to re-
main in this condition? Why don't they do something to change their lot? 
This is the question upon which the entire play turns. 
They do nothing because they are incapable of action. To act, one 
must ha ve belief and purpose. Reality, for them, has ceased to be real; 
they have no convictions and hence no purpose, and where there is only 
doubt and disbelief there can be no action . While the characters are real 
enough, the a tmosphere is one of emptiness, a void in which they scream 
for help. Yet there can be no help; for they them elves do not know what 
help they need . They are aware of needing something, some resolution, 
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and this is the reason that they cling so desperately to one another. Bu t 
it i omething much more than each other they need. Jo run in all 
directions at once seeking something to which she can fasten herself, 
something to steady herself. When the negro boy appeared as a potent ial 
lover, a a sign of strength and tability, in he r desperation she seized 
the opportunity of sharing the strength she suppo ed he had. 
Boy: You think I'm onl y after one thing don't you' 
Jo: I know you're only after one thing. 
Hoy: You're w ri11ht. But l will corne back. I love you. 
Jo: How can you say that: 
Boy: Why or how I say these things l don't know. but whatever it means it'' true. 
Maybe Jo really believed this; for perha ps she thought he could 
be her strength FOR her, and that this would be THE something to cling 
to, THE something to make the world real again : her taste of honey. But 
this was not realistic. The boy went off to the navy, and she was left 
emptier than before. Her mother and secondly her lover, both of wnom 
Jo would natural ly look to for strength , were as weak as she. They too 
were lost and seek ing trcn gth for them elves, and o they were bound 
to fail her. All of them, Jo, Helen , and the homo exual, were reaching 
1or th at unidentified something, th at ta tc of honey, in a world which had 
hecome for them unreal, a gastly emptinc s with no horizon. And upon 
this teachin g, the final curtain falls. 
So what docs all this mean? Does the curtain in Act II end thi play? 
I don' t think so. A Taste of Honey is not written trivia solely to enter-
tain the public. It is the cry of one person to humanity. Whether you 
blame it on man's disregard for religion or his need to compete with his 
fellows to the point where he looks on himself as a commodity rather than 
a human being, man needs something more than he ha . You may call 
'a taste of honey' wh atever you like; the psychologists may call it a god . 
But no matter what specific la bel you put on it, it may certa inly be ca lled 
AT ASTE OF HONEY, that for which Jo, H elen , the homosexual, and all 
of us seek. 
Perhaps the final moments of Waiting for Codot by Beckett expres~ 
the thought a bit more precisely. 
Vladimir: Let us do something while we h:l\·c a ch :~ ncc 1 • • To all 
mankind they were addressed, those cries for help still 
ringtng in our ears I But at this place. at thi, moment nf 
time, all mankind is us, whether we like it or not. Let 
us make the most of it, before it is too late' Let m repre-
sent worthily for once the foul brood to which a cruel 
fate consigned us' . It is true that when with folded 
arms we weigh the pros and cons we are no less a credit 
to our species .... What arc we doing here, that is the 
q uestion. And we arc blessed in this, that we happen to 
know the answer. Yet:.. in this imn1ensc confusion one 
thing alone i, clear. We arc waiting for Godot 
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Sonnet for Wild Geese 
PATRICIA HOLLY 
The geese are going over. I would know 
It even if I could not see them flying. 
I hear their distant honking as they go, 
The faint spring music of the wild geese crying. 
I've heard the sound a hundred times before: 
" Wild geese," my father told us, "Come and see . 
And leaning on the weathered kitchen door 
He'd follow with his eyes their wavering vee, 
Their passing made him restless every year; 
He wanted to go north with them, I think, 
And follow those wild birds and leave us here. 
My mother, wiping dishes at the sink, 
Would only smile, she knew he'd never do it. 
As jar as that goes, I guess we all knew it . 
Miss H olly is a Teaching Associate in the Dcpartmellf o/ E11glish. 
To Evtushenko .... With Gratitude 
RICHARD F. NOWICKI 
You would that I but sing of the stars 
and whip the wind 
and sail the sea. 
But have I the right 
to while the time 
to speak of the gods divine. 
Can I claim God's creatures 
put them on paper 
put them in words 
Wisdom and free will, God gladly gave 
now man may create 
now I may write-with hate ... 
Richard F. Nowicki is a unior social scienu major from Cleveland. 
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Saturday Gladiator 
C. A. COLOMB!, JR. 
Punch-crunch 
of cleat to leaf, 
Dank wetness 
flapping on the tight belly, 
Smooth sweat-oiled-shoulder 
massaging pad with muscle, 
And pungent burnt-autumn 
mingle wintergreen in yesterday's uremic effort. 
Fall-
the ball 
the chalk 
the receiving cool green -
The Heroic Beethoven 
CARL GILLOMBARDO, J R. 
"0 ! you who think or declare me to be the hostile, moro e, and 
misanthropical, how unjust you are, and how little you know the secret 
cause of what appears thus to you ! My hea rt and mind were ever from 
childhood prone to the most tender feel ings of affection, and 1 was always 
disposed to accomplish something great. But you mu t remember that 
six years ago I was attacked by an incurable malady, treated by un kilful 
physicians, deluded from year to year by the hope of rel ief, and at length 
forced to the conviction of a lasting affliction . ... 
" Born with a passionate and excitable temperament , keenly suscept-
ible to the pleasures of society. I was yet obliged early in life to iso late 
myself and to pass m y existence in solitude. If I at any time re o lved to 
surmo unt all this, oh! . .. how cruelly was 1 again repelled by this expe-
rience, sadder th an ever, of my defective hearing! -and yet I fo un d it 
impossible to say to o thers: speak louder: shout! for I am deaf! Ala · I 
how coul d I procla im the deficiency of a ·ense which ought to have hccn 
more perfect with me than with othe r men, -a sense which I once pos-
sessed in the highest perfection ; to an extent, indeed, that few of my 
profession ever enjoyed ! Ala , I cannot do this! Forgive me therefore 
when you see me withdraw from you wi th whom ! woul d so gladly 
mingle. M y misfortune is doubly severe from causing me to be mi under-
stood .... Such things brought me to the verge of desperation , and well-
nigh caused me to put an end to my life, A rt.' art alone dete rred me. Ah! 
how could I po ibly q uit the world before bringing forth a ll that I 
felt it was my vocation to produce? And thus I pared this miserable life-
so utterly miserable that any sudden change may reduce me at any mo-
ment from m y best condition into the wor t. It is decreed that [ must 
now choose Patience for my guide! This I have done. I hope the resolve 
will no t fail me steadfastl y to preserve till it may please the inexorable 
F ates to cut the thread of m y life .. .. I joyfully hasten to meet Death. 
I f he comes before I have had the opportunity of delivering all my ar-
ti stic powers, then, no twithstanding my cruel fa te, he will come too early 
fo r me, and I hould wish fo r him at a more distant period ; but even 
then I shall be content, for his advent will release me from a state of 
endless suffering. Come when he may I shall meet him with courage. 
F a rewell! . . . " This passionate letter, penned by Ludvig van Beethoven 
in 1802, revea l the monumental anguish which was to pommel his soul 
fo r another twenty-five years. Being an intense, withdrawing man, Bee-
thoven seldom- if ever aga in-allowed his inner feelin gs to mani fe t 
themselves; that is why the lette r which I just quoted (written at the age 
o f th irty-two) is such a remarkable testament to his real personal ity. 
T he letter was addressed to Beethoven's brothers Carl and Johann, 
and one would think that such a heart-rending cry of pain would evoke 
sympathy and kindness from the brothe rs. But the truth is that the broth-
ers remained incredibly calloused towards Beethoven's plight. D aniel 
M ason tells us that when the master was prosperous they borrowed 
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money from him, and even tole jewelry; when he was poor and neglected 
they refused him the slightest favors. Carl left to him the cares of his 
worthlc s son, who proved the greatest trial of the campo er's life. Jo-
hann, by withholding his clo ed carriage from Beethoven on a blustery 
winter journey, directly contributed to the illne s which finally killed 
Beethoven. Ts it any wonder that the composer's sensitive nature, tor-
mented by his rapacious family and tortured by early deafne s - an 
affl iction of al mo t co m ic proportions for a musician is it any won-
der that he hould become moody and embittered? 
The Shakespeare of music began his trange life, one that proved a 
burden to him and a priceless gift to humanity, during the gloomy Ger-
man winter of 1770 in the tiny university town of Bonn , on the R hine. H e 
was born in a d ismal, crowded room to a poor fa ther, Johann Beethoven, 
who was a second-rate musician in a court band. Beethoven's sleazy 
father had heard of young Mozart's success as a musical prodigy (Mozart 
was fourteen years old at the time of Beethoven's birth), and the fa ther 
vowed that his own son would emulate the fabu lous Mozart. Accord ing 
to this plan, Johann waited un til the boy was about three years old and 
then all but chained Beethoven to the piano . The tin y child wa forced to 
pract ice scales and finger exercises for endless hour , and if he hould 
stop his practice and dream a while, the stern face of his fa ther would 
appear pccter- li ke in the doorway and the relen tless, harsh voice would 
call out, " Ludwig! was machst du? Go on with your exercises at once. 
There will be no soup for you until they are fi nished." atura lly, Bee-
thoven was a mu ica ll y gifted child, but his longings to jo in his littl e 
friend who were runn ing and laughing in the sunshine-these longings 
were supp rc ed by his tyrannical fa ther, so that the chi ld foun d hi mself 
seq uestered day after day in the dingy living room with only the piano 
and an everl asting round of fingering exercises fo r companions. It shoul d 
not prove surprising, therefore, that Beethoven sho uld find music to be 
his onl y means o f expression and sole source of atisfaction la ter in life . 
We see that his father pu hed the child down a narrow corridor of prac-
tice and isolation, but Beethoven would even tua lly discover that th is 
pa in ful passageway led to a glo rious, expansive wo rld of m usic. At the 
age of thirty, Beethoven wrote, " ... my li fe is very wretched; fo r nearly 
two years past I have avoided a ll society, because I find it im possible to 
say to people, I am deaf. Pluta rch has led me to resignation . ... 1 live 
wholl y in my music, and scarcely is one work finished when another is 
begun ; indeed. I am now often at work on three or four things at the 
same time." These a re the words of a compul ive artist who can look 
onl y to his work fo r a feeling of ful fillment. 
Another of Beethoven's letters, which relates a strange incident, re-
vea ls the pent-up pride with vituperation that was a lways threaten ing to 
spi ll out o f the composer. H e was stro lling down the avenue with the 
great G erman poet, Goethe; but let Beethoven tell it in his own words: 
" Kings and pr inces can indeed create profe sors and privy-councillor , 
and confer titles and decorations, but they cannot make great men -
spirits that soar above the base turmoil o f this world . When two person 
like G oethe and myself meet, these grandees cannot fa il to perceive wha t 
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such as v.e con ider great. Yesterday, on our way home, we met the whole 
Imperial family; we ·aw them coming some way off, when Goethe with-
drew his arm from mine, in order to stand aside; and say what r would, 
I could not prevail on him to take another step in advance. I pressed 
down my hat more firmly on my head , buttoned up my greatcoat, and, 
crossing my arms behind me, I made my way through the thickest part 
of the crowd. Princes and courtiers formed a lane for me; Archduke 
Rudolph took off his hat, and the Empress bowed to me fir t. The e 
great ones of the earth know me. To my infinite am usement, J saw the 
procession defile past Goethe, who stood aside with his hat off, bowing 
profoundly. I afterwa rd took him sharply to task for this." Thi is the 
picture of an unhappy, confused man who demanded for his aristocracy 
of genius the very same servility that he despised when hown for the 
a ristocracy of rank. 
The Au trian pianist and composer, Carl Czerny, once vi ited the 
great composer; and Carl, a boy of ten at the time, records his impres-
sions: "We mounted five or six stories high to Beethoven's apartment, 
and were annou nced by a rather dirty-looking servant. In a very desolate 
room, with papers and articles of dress strewn in all directions, bare 
wall , a few chest , hardly a chair except the rickety one ta ndin g by the 
piano, there was a party of six or eight people. Beethoven was dres~ed 
in a jacket and trousers of long, dark goat' hair, which at once reminded 
me of the description of Robinson Crusoe l had just been reading. He 
had a shock of jet black hair, tanding traight upright. A beard of sev-
era l dilys growth made hi naturally clark face st ill blacker. T noticed 
nlso, with a child's quick observation, that he had cotton wool, which 
seemed to have been dipped in some yellow fluid, in both ears. His hands 
were covered with hair, and the fingers very broad, especially at the tips ." 
Now that we have glanced at Beethoven's personal life and have 
undoubtedly made some judgments concerning his character, we shal l go 
on to consider his Third Symphony, the "Heroic Symphony." 
Beethoven's Symphony No. 3, in E Flat, popularl y referred to a the 
Eroica, is morose, dull , ambitiously conceived but sloppil y executed, and 
its sou nd is harsh and dis onant. 
Isn't that a fair description of the work we could expect such a man 
as Beethoven to produce? Perhaps, but no description of the Eroica could 
be farther from the truth! Never is the Third Symphony morose, never 
is it dull; it is never sloppy and never harsh . And never before the Eroica 
was a symphony composed that could boast such strength, scope, passion, 
and uncanny " rightness" or inevitability ; the Heroic Symphony, created 
in 1804, has that magical inner life that gives the listener the feeling that 
inspiration is at work and that something memorable and great is hap-
pening. The Eroica evokes the same feeling that the best compositions 
of Mozart and Schubert evoke - the awe and exuberance one experi-
ences in the presence of genius. As Leonard Bernstein expressed it in 
his Joy of Music , " . .. In the Funeral March of the Eroica ... he pro-
duced an entity that al ways seems to me to have been previously written 
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in Hea\Cn, and then merely dictated to him (Bectho\en). 'ot that the 
dictation W<J~ easily ach ieved. We know wit h what agonies he paid for 
li :ening to the divine orders. But the reward is great. There is a special 
space carved out in the cosmos into which this movement just fits, pre-
determined and perfect." 
The inscription on the ymphony runs: " Heroic Symphony to cele-
brate the memory of a great man." Tf you read through mo t of the com-
mentators and mu ic critics, you will be bombarded with some tired old 
storie , none of which can be proved regarding the dedication of this 
symphony. The most common story tells us that Beethoven originally 
composed his Third Symphony to celebrate the bravery of apoleon 
Bonaparte, who was only one year older than Beethoven. But when apo-
leon decla red himself emperor of France in 1804, Beethoven was sup-
posedly dissillusioned and is quoted as saying: "Then he is nothing but 
an ordinary man. Now he'll trample on all the rights of men to serve his 
ambition ; he will put himself higher than all others and turn tyrant. " 
And with those words the fiery Beethoven is said to have ripped the dedi-
cation page off his Third Symphony and re-named it Eroica. Well if that 
. tory leaves you with a warm glow, you may accept its veracity; but it 
always seemed to me that the Heroic symphony secretly represented- in 
Beethoven's mind- the composer's heroic personal struggle against mad-
dening deafness and vicious relatives. The little story that we cited earlier 
(when Beethoven and Goethe encountered the Imperial family) seems to 
indicate that he numbered him elf among the "great men-spirits that soar 
above the ba e turmoil of this world." In any event, whether the master 
composed the £roica in honor of himself or not, we know which was his 
favorite symphonic creation. ln 1817, Beethoven was asked by the poet 
K uffner which of his , ymphonies he liked best of all. "The Eroica, of 
course," answered Beethoven. "I would have guessed the Fifth," mused 
Kuffner. "No, no," Bethoven insisted, "the Eroica." 
Some future music lovers who have never enjoyed listening to the 
Heroic symphony might be mi led by the title into thinking of it as a 
brassy military-type composition bursting with battle songs and triumphal 
marches. Tn reality, the Heroic symphony is intense, mournful, and yet 
brimming over with vitality and rhythm. The long Funeral March theme 
dominates the symphony and the powerful grief in it consistently express-
es itself in bold, pure form and noble expression. But it is not my inten-
tion to take up your time with a stale paraphrase of the immense Third 
Symphony; words can never approximate the emotive power and celestial 
beauty of a great symphony. Please be assured that this writer could wish 
for nothing better than to have you prefer to listen to Eroica rather than 
read what he has to say about it. And if this article should encourage 
some readers to sample classical music, do your sampling with a light 
heart and a spirit of adventure. 
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